
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NUI PHAO MINING COMPANY LTD  

Company is currently seeking for suitable candidates for position: 

 

Maintenance Planner 

 Responsibility and duty: 

- The Maintenance Planners are responsible for providing an effective maintenance planning function and for scheduling of work for the 

maintenance teams through the maintenance management system (SAP). 

- Check new jobs request on SAP frequently and assess manpower, materials are needed to complete then schedule for the job. 

- Always keep good communication and discus with each maintenance team for jobs scheduling properly.  

- Raise new Work Order if found any mistake, failures…(noted in WOs) after getting completed paper works of Work Order 

- Look after Parts/ materials for each department in maintenance group after receiving from warehouse. 

- Make Report backlog/ planned jobs weekly to the departments that planners have responsible for and update ongoing/ outstanding jobs 

from Supervisor’s feedback. 

- Make plan base on arrival parts, manpower and arrange weekly planning meeting with Supervisors. Review backlog WOs & look 

forward WOs for weekly & monthly jobs.  

- Find hazards and faults in the plant every week with the highest regard for the safety of ourselves during the time to look for these and 

then report to Planner Seniors. 

- To get more experience & understand the jobs of maintenance department by taking training with each department for 2 days when 

planners start new roster. 

Requirements:  

- University graduation  

- Technical Knowledge, Legal, company policies. 

- Good in English communication between departments and partners, technical knowledge, good understanding materials and willing to 

learn and help others. 

- Microsoft office, SAP. 

- Understand JHA procedure, Understand SWIP’s procedure. 

- Good understanding of planning  

- Interpersonal and Communication skills  

- Decision making    

- Presentation     

- Team-work 

- Analytical thinking  

- Problem solving   

- Telephone communication skill 

- Time management                           

- Organizational skill 

- Planning.  

Benefits 

Salary 

 Company policy 

Compulsory insurance  

 Upon confirmation of employment after probationary period: SI, HI and UI fund will be contributed according to the Law. 

Extra insurances (for employees, spouse, children under 18 years old) 

 VBI insurance  

 Accident insurance  

Accommodation & Meals  

   Company policy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Human Resource Manager 

Đặng Xuân Ngoạn 

 

Please contact us – Human Resources Department, Nui Phao Mining Company, Thai Nguyen province. 

Phone: 04.3718.2490 or email: recruitment.npmc@mr.masangroup.com before 31/05/2018. 
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